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Architectural Design: Award of Distinction
Youth Continuum Housing for Boys and Girls
by Amir

Mikhaeil

M.Arch I Graduate Degree Program
Yale School of Architecture
New Haven, Connecticut

Project Summary:
Youth Continuum is a local agency that provides housing, counseling, and supervision for teenagers at risk
of homelessness. This project brings together both
male and female youth and their live-in house-parent,
while at the same time it responds to the challenge of
providing gender-segregated living facilities within the
constraints of a single building. The building is organized, in both plan and section, about a large circulating spine that connects each gender’s single room
units on the upper level of one side with additional
lower level units on the opposite side. The two genders meet at the knot, in a shared common space that
is elevated over a courtyard, which surrounds a large
existing elm tree. By elevating the common space over
the courtyard, a strategic connection is made possible, linking the yards of the adjacent local community
church-owned properties on either side.

Diagram site map drawing indicating siting / contextual
relationships.

Floorplans.

Exploded axonometric diagram.
Section diagram indicating programmatic relationships.
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Perspective view through courtyard.

Bird’s Eye Perspective.

Photograph of physical model in context.

Perspective view of front elevation as
approached from West St.

Jury Comments:
In the days when the digital tools drive, especially
students at all levels, to produce curvy forms, which
frequently cannot even be built, it is refreshing to see
a design that resists all this. Challenging functional
requirements have been successfully addressed and
the whole project appears clean, professional, and
real.
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Architectural Design: Honorable Mention
Corporeal Architecture:
a material response to sensorial experience
by Michael

Blois

M.Arch Thesis
Advisor: John Cirka
Department of Architectural Science
Ryerson University
Toronto, Canada
Project Summary:
This project was inspired by an interest in sensory experiences and the means by which the
body engages in architecture. Numerous threads were explored, such as studying the work
of Aalto, Scarpa, Holl, Zumthor, and the writings of Pallasmaa; the works of artists like David
Rokeby and Michael Awad were examined; research was conducted about perception and
sensation, through readings from Deleuze, J.J. Gibson, Frampton, and Frascari. I personally
visited and documented sites in the city during different seasons and also visited the American Folk Art Museum (and others) in New York. The project developed into a critique of
the critique, referring to the ocularcentric critique. This critique argues that vision has been
the focus of architects and designers, while they have been excluding the other senses.
This critique is a point of departure for my work, which seeks to add a new layer through
a study of the links between the senses (intersensorality), as they occur in the experience
of architecture. I have identified a number of key moments in architectural experience that
highlight these links and provide a venue for experimentation (moments when a number
of the senses are at play). Together with a number of threads and supporting ideas, the
design portion of the project tests materials, forms and conditions in order to bring the links
between the senses into focus. This design research is contained within my proposed, small
addition to an existing branch Library on Queen Street West in Toronto.

Ground Floor

Reasons for the Nomination:
This project enters into the phenomenological discussion (in architecture) with a fresh
perspective. After researching the existing literature and schools of thought, this student
positioned his work at the boundary between art and architecture. Through discussions of
current technologies and sensory experience the project attempts to redefine the boundary
between the interior and exterior environments. This exaggerated condition experiments
with our sensory systems and attempts to bring attention to the phenomena taking place in
everyday life. The renderings attempt to capture the sensory qualities of the space and to
highlight the linkages between the senses. It is believed that this project deserves recognition because it adds a new perspective or interpretation to an established area of investigation. The renderings, physical models and diagrams are intended to bring the viewer into
the work and contrast more widely used overall viewpoints and abstract diagrams. It is a
challenging discussion to engage in and the recognition of this project may help to bring
attention to the contemporary interpretations of phenomenology.
Jury Comments:
An extension to a library provides the basis and the motivation for exploring the sensory
qualities of space. If for no other reason, the enrichment this student gained through
extensive readings and architectural observations deserve recognition. They led to a design
that is well thought through and has the appearance of simplicity when in fact it addresses
some far from trivial functionalities.
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A strategy of intensities
Each element in the building experiments
with one of the following scenarios:
• what you see is reinforced by an exaggerated condition
that might provoke you to also feel the sensation which
would normally be constructed mentally when presented
with an image.
• what you sense haptically is reinforced by what you
see: cold winter day > ice facade; humid summer > mist
facade; a breeze > flowing fabric; heat from radiating
surface > natural light.
• what you sense through the taste-smell and auditory
system is not reinforced by what you see. Changes in
direction block views to the source of the stimuli.
• the links among the senses are reinforced through
contrasts; something is only curved because there is
something planar to compare it to, something is only rough
because there is something smooth to compare it to.
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Fabrication: Award of Distinction
Growing Patterns: Parametrical Chair
by Rainer

Schmidt and Maximilian Otto

Entwerfen und Industrielle Methoden der Hochbaukonstruktion
Technical University of Darmstadt
Darmstadt, Germany
Project Summary:
At the beginning we set three goals: (1) Create a basic pattern that can generate a varying density, according to external factors. (2) Create a structure with
varying thickness, according to varying loads. (3) Create a double curved
surface using straight profiles. All three points are pretty new and have never
been tested on furniture. There are a lot of organic furniture types produced
the last three decades, such as the Panton-Chair from Verner Panton, which
is one of the most interesting objects. However, it can not react to changing
loads. By using a pattern on a complex surface, we were able to handle each
part of the surface differently. The modules of the pattern were able to change
according to the loads and the geometry of the surface.
Research:
The design approach in this project is based on two overlapping patterns.
Module 1 is created as a three-pronged star-shaped cross. Each arm has
the same length and the angles between the arms are all equal. Module 2 is
created as a three-leafed clover. This makes it possible to vary the pattern, by
manipulating the length of the arms and the angles between the arms. By adding both modules, it is possible to generate a pattern with varying density without adjusting either of the parameters. This creates a new, complex geometry.
The density of the pattern can now be changed depending on factors that can
be freely chosen. The example we generated shows how density depends on
the curvature of a complex three-dimensional surface. The more the curvature
increases, the denser the pattern becomes. Other parameters we could possibly apply would be load requirements or shading properties.
Structural development:
After the first attempts to superimpose a pattern on a doubly curved surface, it was necessary to find the final
shape of the chair. At this stage, aesthetics and ergonomics were key considerations. Once the surface of the
chair was developed, we superimposed the structure on it. The density of the pattern and also the height of
the profile varied depending on the inclination of the plane of the chair. The resulting linear pattern was again
transformed into a cellular structure. This resulted in individual modules that were flattened into profiles to be
cut from sheets of material. The profiles were not closed, but always had an open edge. In order for the modules to stabilise each other, care was taken to place the open edge between two fixed points and to attach it
to the closed edge of the neighbouring module.
Material tests:
After an initial decision to construct the chair from plastic, different materials were tested, including PET-G, Polystyrol, and PMMA. A requirement for producing the chair was that the individual profiles of the modules must
be cut mechanically from sheets of material and then bent to take their required shape. After we ruled out the
water-cutting method due to cost considerations, the only remaining option was laser cutting. Using thermoplastics for our material meant that our pieces were unequal, yet this offered us the possibility to bend the shapes of
the warm pieces with ease. PET-G is partially crystalline and shrinks quicker when heated, which leads to higher
residual stresses. For this reason, Polystyrol and PMMA, which are amorphous plastics, were also evaluated.
Further tests on Polystyrol showed that laser cutting led to a burr, which limited further processing. For these
reasons, PMMA (Plexiglas) was finally chosen. Unlike Polystyrol, PMMA cannot be formed when cold. As deformations lead to undesirable residual stresses, each module was individually heated to its glassy transition point,
formed, and then cooled. As PMMA is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking, the profiles were first fixated and
then heated again, before being cooled once more, to reduce stresses in the material.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This is an advanced architectural way of dealing with complex geometries and new fabrication techniques,
which deserves to be recognized.
Jury Comments:
This project deserves recognition for, among other reasons, its innovative originality and discoveries. That
is, the construction of a double curved surface with flat profiles that can also handle varying loads. That this
surface was used for the creation of a chair is almost secondary. That this surface was actually fabricated
effectively and efficiently suggests that the project deserves an award in the Fabrication category.
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Fabrication: Honorable Mention
Human Powered Car
by Chen-An

Lee

4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Architecture, Tamkang University
Tanshui, Taiwan
Project Summary:
Our hope with this project was to design a machine (car), which with
simple human body motions can generate enough power for the
machine to be able to move around, while it also offers us the opportunity to exercise. This design is more than a conventional bicycle, as
it requires specially designed mechanisms that reinforce the manual
power. The combination of man power and reinforcement mechanisms
produces the desired effect. We first created and studied 3D models
of the design in form•Z, then used them to drive CAD/CAM machines,
which produced an acrylic model 1/5th of the actual size.
Reasons for the Nomination:
The use of CAD/CAM, the design details, and the renderings were very
well done. There may be some practical issues when producing an
enlarged model from the scale model, but if we view this model as a
toy, then the project results to this point already have some significant
aesthetic value. This project provided us with a DIY approach to CAD/
CAM, possibly leading to the production of toys, or a means of transportation, or a device for a science fiction movie, or even a fantasy about
some future life.
Jury Comments:
This is a “car” powered by the motions of a human, but it is not a bicycle.
The way the driver sits on the device is quite different from a bicycle.
An intriguing idea that may be rather far fetched. An imagination that
may have run wild, yet has led to the design of a machine that is quite
believable. Above all it was rather persuasively fabricated, which makes
it a strong candidate for recognition.
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Interior Architecture: Award of Distinction
A Flagship Eco Fashion Retail Store
by Daniel

Harris

Department of Architectural Studies, Level 3 BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
Cardiff School of Art & Design
University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, UK
Project Summary:
Linda Loudermilk is a fashion designer from America who decided
to move away from the high fashions of Paris and Milan and to
pursue a career in Eco Fashion, coining the term “Luxury Eco.”
With Jackets starting at £200 and jeans reaching £2000, Linda
still designs for the high end of the fashion industry, with celebrity
endorsements like Robert Downy Jr. Linda has made her name in
the Eco Fashion industry by researching materials and techniques
that allow her to make the best eco-friendly garments possible.
She uses materials like bamboo and sasawashi to make fabrics
that translate into her designs. Mother earth largely drives her
concepts for collections, with previous collections being based on
wind, ice, and water. The brief was to design a flagship fashion
retail store in a fashionable part of London, for Linda to introduce
her collections to the UK. The building was originally a tramshed
in the heart of the Shoreditch Triangle, in the London Borough of
Hackney. Shoreditch is well known for its many artists, musicians,
and designers residing in what is seen as a vibrant area surrounded by galleries, bars, and good food, giving it a truly international
presence.
One of the requirements of the brief was to introduce some way
of educating the customers in the way of Eco Fashion and to
incorporate a catwalk for the latest collections to be shown. This
was achieved by inserting architectural elements into the space, in
relation to the orientation of the original trams that used to be stored
in the building. The elements and scheme were driven by the use of
sustainable and eco friendly materials, incorporating materials like
cardboard, quikkaboard, and plywood. And all the steel and railway
sleepers would be reclaimed. The idea was to have the clothes
(although made from eco material) and the construction details
present the “luxury” part of the scheme, and the material choices to
represent the eco. In order to deal with the educational part of the
brief the circulation of the scheme was forced through an architectural element that spanned the 3 stories. And whilst walking through
the circulation element, customers are subjected to interactive
displays and large video projections that teach about the materials
and techniques used to make eco clothing.
Reasons for the Nomination:
Sustainability and eco friendly buildings are an increasing issue within today’s society. And everything we do needs to contribute towards
the solution. This project teaches people about the benefits of eco fashion during their normal shopping experience, and the people who buy
clothes within this scheme wouldn’t normally worry about their footprint. This project dismisses the idea that eco fashion has to sacrifice quality
and style, and allows everyone to contribute towards the solution of the earth’s ecological problem. The scheme combines and contrasts the
idea of luxury and eco in an elegant way while the architectural detail and construction techniques provide elegance within the original building, without overcrowding or shielding the original 1905 architecture. The use of sustainable materials, vibrant clothing collections and state of
the art projection and lighting techniques provide an exciting, educational, and interesting place to buy luxury clothing.
Jury Comments:
Who said that eco friendly fashion cannot be artistically attractive? This project was set to prove the opposite. It did it in a recycled warehouse
(a tram shed), by demonstrating that eco architecture can also be aesthetically attractive. The designer achieves this with electronically driven
projectors and lighting techniques, which add virtual architectural elements that shield the hardness of the original turn of the (20th) century
building. Digital tools have been used not only for the design of the project but also for enriching it during its daily usage.
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Product Design: Award of Distinction
Launching from Taipei 101
by Chen-An

Lee

4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng Chen
Department of Architecture
Tamkang University
Tansui, Taiwan
Project Summary:
When visiting a new city, tourists always go to the highest
point in the city to get a view of the landscape. Likewise, for
tourists coming to Taipei, the top floor observation deck of Taipei 101 is one of the best tourist attractions overlooking Taipei,
which is much more than a frequently visited tourist attraction.
Every year, thousands of Taipei residents gather around Taipei
101 and Taipei City Hall to watch the annual New Year’s Eve
countdown and the fireworks show.
The design of this project was inspired by the Taipei 101 fireworks show. The idea was that the tourists no longer simply
walk along the glass-walled observation deck, taking in the
landscape of Taipei, but they can also shine like fireworks and
be launched from the top floor of Taipei 101 and visit all the
corners of the city. Thus we designed a launch pad for the periphery of Taipei 101. When they enter, visitors sit in a round
capsule and are slowly pulled up to the top of Taipei 101.
Then they select on a computer the scenic area they wish to
go to and the round capsule is launched and takes them to
the location they picked. There is a receiver that captures the
capsule by the nearest MRT station, and we have fun with the
breathtaking views of the aerial city tour. Then we are welcome back to the ground where the tourists get the chance to
experience everyday life throughout Taipei City.
Reasons for the Nomination:
Even though this is an imaginary project that is hard to build,
it reflects some ironies worthy of further observations. The
playful attitude of the designer actually projects some interesting messages: how we see and experience a city; how
we understand the new things we come in contact with, and
how we find new possibilities from familiar things. No matter
what, this project offers visual entertainment and an amazing
adventure. It reminds us of the Huas-Rucker-Co’s capsule
back in the 1960’s. This of course is the 2010 version, with
ferris wheels, skyscrapers, the movie “The Fifth Element,” and
the imaginations of this city. The computer graphics of today
not only allow us to reproduce existing entities, they also offer
us powerful new tools for imagining non-existing worlds and
utopian urban environments,
Jury Comments:
This is definitely a project from another world! Or maybe it
simply creates a world beyond the realities of today. Yet, it
does this quite persuasively. The object is virtual or it may
simply be a script from some science fiction movie. Whatever
it is, it is a demonstration of an admirable dexterity with
today’s digital tools. This is sufficient reason for an award.
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Product and Industrial Design: Honorable Mention
Green Knight on a Motorcycle
by Wan-Lin

Tsai

4th Grade, Architecture Design IV
Advisor: Chen-Cheng CHEN
Department of Architecture
Tamkang University
Taiwan
Project Summary:
Motorcycles are a common and important form of transportation in Taiwan. Almost all students have their
own motorcycles. In addition to providing convenience, motorcycles have other possibilities. We rely on
the convenience of moving fast throughout the city and yet we can slow down to experience the many
faces of the city. The mobility of motorcycles gave me the basic concept for this design, which is a little
mobile green garden. When there are many green motorcycles gathered on the road, it is just like a mobile
garden moving down the asphalt road. The concept of the helmet design comes from the shape of a white
lotus petal, and the backpack mimics the form of a ladybug. We hope to spread the green like ladybugs
spread pollen, because we know ladybugs are the best insects at spreading pollen. The front and the back
of the motorcycle are shaped like an airplane, with the hope that you will have a flying feeling when you are
riding the motorcycle. The airplane-styled piece is equipped with flowerpots ready to be given away. Green
shells can be fired at any time, spreading the seeds needed to grow plants in an urban space. Hopefully,
when this fully equipped motorcycle hits the road, it can raise more concern for the green city movement
and it may gather more like-minded motorcyclists that care about our environment.
Reasons for the Nomination:
This is a fun and very cute design project, and also a meaningful and metaphorical mobile art project.
From it, we can observe many seemingly contradictory concepts. For example, plants and motion, moving
fast and moving slowly, natural and urban issues, etc. This project not only used CAD/CAM to complete
the design and manufacturing of industrial design products, but at the same time brought out something
like a declaratory concept from a green city’s point of view. More importantly, in this era we can design and
re-model everyday things around us through simple computer technologies, present our perspective and
imagination about our surrounding environment and remind ourselves that we may not need to live so hastily in this city.
Jury Comments:
A garden on a motorcycle definitely sounds like a crazy idea. Yet, what this student shows makes it quite
believable. One is attracted and anxious to try all the different devices presented, because they seem to be
so fun to play with them. They are strange, but friendly. The former implies originality and the latter is what
good design is all about. These are sufficient virtues that justify an award.
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